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WiFi/GPRS/SMS Alarm System

HY-W20 alarm system adopts the up-to-date digital sensors 

and transfer technology, which integrates burglar and 

fire/gas protection for smart alarm system. Users can 

remotely control and program the alarm host Via APP. It also 

supports multiple languages. The system adopts 

WIFI/GPRS/SMS wireless network digital signal processing 

technology. When alarm happens, it will send alert by voice, 

information push, pop-up alarm on screen. W20 Alarm 

System is a advisable choice for personal house, working 

office and factory with fashionable appearance and multi-

functionals.



Multi-Language

Smart Sharing

Push Information

放大重点内容
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Multi-Language

Smart Sharing

Push Information



Support 8 Groups of Smart 
Sockets

Smart Sockets' name can be 
modified



Open/Close Door: In order to avoid arming failure when 

door/window is open or closed, users can freely choose the 

door open/closed function for any zones. When door 

open/close setting is enabled, panel host cannot arm those 

detectors until door/window is closed.

Force Arm: When users want to arm the zones 

with open door/window, force arming is needed. 

Once force arming setting is enabled, those 

detectors cannot triggered until door/window is 

closed.

Open/Close Door 

Function



More intelligent and more convenient



11 Kinds of Zone Types for You

Doorbell Zone: It is similar with Day-night zone type. No matter 

under arming or disarming status, when detectors are triggered, 

panel will beep “ding dong”, but not output alarm voice. 

Smart Zone: The host won't ring alarm at once when detector 

in the zone get triggered by 1 time, it will ring alarm if detector 

get triggered again in the same zone wuthin 40S



The unique function

• Support remotely updated the firmware 

by APP software.

Get more extended function in real time



Three Network for Best SecurityThree Network for Best SecurityThree Network for Best SecurityThree Network for Best Security

Input SIM card for alarm calling and SMS notice.Input SIM card for alarm calling and SMS notice.Input SIM card for alarm calling and SMS notice.Input SIM card for alarm calling and SMS notice.

GPRS network will replace WiGPRS network will replace WiGPRS network will replace WiGPRS network will replace Wi----Fi when losing WiFi when losing WiFi when losing WiFi when losing Wi----Fi Fi Fi Fi 

connection.connection.connection.connection.



• Remote Monitoring/Speaking

Real-time access to query the 

alarm information and  the               

situation at home without missing.                

(Visual doorbell)



Scan the following QR Code, or search the keyword

“smartalarms”at APP Store, Google Play to download

3 Usage of APP Software



Alarm panel

Door 
Sensor

Recommend package

Remote Controll

RFID PIR 
Detector

Smart socket

IP Camera
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you！


